DocShare
Share and manage business documents easily
and concisely

Key Benefits

With the DocShare data space, share,
maintain and manage important digital
content in one place – for seamless
collaboration with your customers,
colleagues and partners.

• Quickly find the right documents
• Always work with the latest version
• Access earlier versions of documents easily
• Role-based access management
• Reduce effort expended on management
and thus reduce costs

Did you know?
Day-to-day life at a financial services provider...
A credit application for finance requires various documents from the customer. Nowadays these are mostly in different
folders on individual employees‘ computers - as PDFs, emails or scanned copies. If the application process has already
been processed, there may also be different versions of the documents. If an employee goes on leave or gets ill at this
point, it takes their colleagues a long time - if it isn‘t impossible altogether - to find and compare the correct and current
documents. Coordination difficulties and errors are waiting to happen!

It‘s better with DocShare!
With DocShare, you get a simple and user-friendly sharing solution for documents.
DocShare makes it easier to exchange information both with customers and partners and between colleagues, and improves
the process. The solution lets your employees work together easily and securely both inside and outside the organisation
- including via mobile end devices.
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Everyone on the same version

